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**Dr Siobhán Bacon**
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**Dr Peter Barry**


**Professor David Barton**
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**Dr John Andrew Baugh**


Finucane OM, Reynolds CM, McGillicuddy FC, Harford KA, Morrison M, Baugh J, Roche HM (2014) 'Macrophage migration inhibitory factor deficiency ameliorates high-fat diet induced insulin resistance in mice with reduced adipose inflammation and hepatic steatosis'. *PLoS ONE*.


**Dr Ines Beiser**

Williams LJ, Butler JS; Molloy A; McGovern E; Beiser I; Kimmich O; Quinlivan B; O'Riordan S; Hutchinson M; Reilly RB (2015) 'Young Women do it Better: Sexual Dimorphism in Temporal Discrimination'. *Frontiers in Neurology*, 6.

Molloy A, Williams L; Kimmich O; Butler JS; Beiser I; McGovern E; O'Riordan S; Reilly RB; Walsh C; Hutchinson M (2015) 'Sun exposure is an environmental factor for the development of blepharospasm'. *Journal of Neurology, Neurosurgery and Psychiatry*.

**Dr Úna Bhreathnach**

Hickey FB, Corcoran JB; Griffin B; Bhreathnach U; Mortiboy H; Reid HM; Andrews D; Byrne S; Furlong F; Martin F; Godson C; Murphy M (2014) 'IHG-1 increases mitochondrial fusion and bioenergetic function'. *Journal of Diabetes*, 63 (12):4314-4325.

**Dr Monika Biniecka**

**Dr Eoin Brennan**


Kantharidis, P; Hagiwara, S; Brennan, E; McClelland, AD; (2014) 'The study of microRNA in diabetic nephropathy: isolation, quantification and biological function'. *JOURNAL OF NEPHROLOGY*.

Docherty, NG; Murphy, M; Martin, F; Brennan, EP; Godson, C; (2014) 'Targeting cellular drivers and counter-regulators of hyperglycaemia- and transforming growth factor-β1-associated profibrotic responses in diabetic kidney disease'. *Experimental Physiology*.


**Dr Annemarie Broderick**

McAleer MA, Pohler E; Smith FJ; Wilson NJ; Cole C; MacGowan S; Koetsier JL; Godsel LM; Harmon RM; Gruber R; Crumrine D; Elias PM; McDermott M; Butler K; Broderick A; Sarig O; Sprecher E; Green KJ; McLean WH; Irvine AD (2015) 'Severe dermatitis, multiple allergies, and metabolic wasting syndrome caused by a novel mutation in the N-terminal plakin domain of desmoplakin'. *Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunology*.


**Dr David Brophy**


Kelly ME, Heeney A; Redmond CE; Costelloe J; Nason GJ; Ryan J; Brophy D; Winter DC (2015) 'Incidental findings detected on emergency abdominal CT scans: a 1-year review'. *Abdominal Imaging*, 40 (6):1853-1857.


**Professor Donal Buggy**


**Professor Gerard Bury**


Masterson S, Wright P;O'Donnell C;Vellinga A;Murphy AW;Hennelly D;Sinnott B;Egan J;O'Reilly M;Keaney J;Bury G;Deasy C (2015) 'Urban and rural differences in out-of-hospital cardiac arrest in Ireland'. *Resuscitation*, 91 :42-47.
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Butler KM, Gavin P;Coughlan S;Rochford A;Donagh SM;Cunningham O;Poulsom H;Watters S;Klein N (2014) 'Rapid Viral Rebound after 4 Years of Suppressive Therapy in a Seronegative HIV-1 Infected Infant Treated from Birth'. Pediatric Infectious Disease.

Dr Marcus Butler


Mitchell PD, Das JP;Murphy DJ;Keane MP;Donnelly SC;Dodd JD;Butler MW (2015) 'Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis with emphysema: evidence of synergy among emphysema and idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis in smokers'. Respiratory Care, 60 (2):259-268.

Ms Marie-Louise Butler


Dr Aisha Qasim Butt

Collins ES, Butt AQ;Gibson DS;Dunn MJ;Fearon U;yan Kuijk AW;Gerlag DM;Pontifex E;Veale DJ;Tak PP;FitzGerald O;Pennington SR (2015) 'A clinically based protein discovery strategy to identify potential biomarkers of response to anti-TNF treatment of psoriatic arthritis'. Proteomics - Clinical Applications.

Butt AQ, McArdle A;Gibson DS;FitzGerald O;Pennington SR (2015) 'Psoriatic arthritis under a proteomic spotlight: application of novel technologies to advance diagnosis and management'. Current Rheumatology Reports, 17 (5).


Dr Kevin Byrne

Wolfe KH, Armisín D;Proux-Wera E;igeartaigh SS;Azam H;Gordon JL;Byrne


**Dr Maria Byrne**


Bacon S, Engelbrecht B; Schmid J; Pfeiffer S; Gallagher R; McCarthy A; Burke M; Concannon C; Prehn JH; Byrne MM (2015) 'MicroRNA-224 is Readily Detectable in Urine of Individuals with Diabetes Mellitus and is a Potential Indicator of Beta-Cell Demise'. *Genes*, 6 (2):399-416.


**Dr Paula Byrne**


**Professor Dolores Cahill**

Christianson DR, Dobroff AS; Proneth B; Zurita A; Salameh A; Dondossola E; Makino J; Bologna CG; Smith TL; Yao VJ; Calderone TL; O'Connell DJ; Oprea TI; Kataoka K; Cahill DJ; Gershensonwald JE; Sidman RL; Arap W; Pasqualini R (2015) 'Ligand-directed targeting of lymphatic vessels uncovers mechanistic insights in melanoma metastasis'. *Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America*, 112 (8):2521-2526.

**Professor Ronan Cahill**


**Dr Aoife Canney**


**Mr Colin Cantwell**

Redmond CE, Nason GJ; Kelly ME; McMahon C; Cantwell CP; Quinlan DM (2015) 'Transrectal Ultrasound Guided Biopsy of the Prostate: Is the Information Accessible,
Usable, Reliable and Readable?’. *Current Urology, 8* (1):32-37.
O'Reilly MK, Reese S, Herlihy T, Geoghegan T, Cantwell CP, Feeney RNM, Jones JFX (2015) 'Fabrication and assessment of 3D printed anatomical models of the lower limb for anatomical teaching and femoral vessel access training in medicine'. *Anatomical sciences education*.

Mohan H, Nicholson P;Winter DC;O'Shea D;O'Toole D;Geoghegan J;Maguire D;Hoti E;Traynor O;Cantwell CP (2015) 'Radiofrequency ablation for neuroendocrine liver metastases: a systematic review'. *Journal of vascular and interventional radiology : JVIR, 26* (7):935-9420.

Redmond CE, Adler H;Heneghan HM;Kelly R;Swan N;Cantwell CP;Maguire D;Traynor O;Hoti E;Geoghegan JG;Conlon KC (2014) 'Pancreatic metastasectomy: experience of the Irish National Surgical Centre for Pancreatic Cancer'. *Irish Journal of Medical Science, 183* (4):677-680.

**Dr Crea Carberry**


**Sean Carroll**


Cooter RD, Barker S;Carroll SM;Evans GR;von Fritschen U;Hoflehner H;Le Louarn C;Lumenta DB;Mathijssen IM;McNeil J;Mulgrew S;Mureau MA;Perks G;Rakhorst H;Randquist C;Topaz M;Verheyden C;de Waal J (2015) 'International importance of robust breast device registries'. *Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, 135* (2):330-336.


Joyce CW, Sugrue C;Chan JC;Delgado L;Zeugolis D;Carroll SM;Kelly JL (2014) 'A barbed suture repair for flexor tendons: a novel technique with no exposed barbs'. *Plastic and reconstructive surgery. Global open, 2* (10).

**Dr Jillian Casey**

Casey; JP, Crushell, E; Thompson, K; Twomey, E; He, L; Ennis, S; Philip, RK; Taylor, RW; King, MD; Lynch, SA. (2015) 'Periventricular calcification, abnormal pterins and dry thickened skin: expanding the clinical spectrum of RMND1 ?'. *Journal Of Inherited
Metabolic Disease.


Professor Patricia Casey


Patricia Casey MD FRCPsych Faraz Jabbar MRCPsych Eamonn O'Leary MSc Anne M Doherty MRCPsych (2014) 'Suicidal Behaviours in Adjustment Disorder and Depressive Episode: a case-control study'. Journal of Affective Disorders.

F. Jabbar P. Casey B. D. Kelly (2014) 'Undergraduate psychiatry students' attitudes towards teaching methods at an Irish university'. Irish Journal of Medical Science.

Dr Mary Clarke


O'Hanlon E, Leemans A;Kelleher I;Clarke MC;Roddy S;Coughlan H;Harley M;Amico F;Hoscheit MJ;Tiedt L;Tabish J;McGettigan A;Frodl T;Cannon M (2015) 'White Matter Differences Among Adolescents Reporting Psychotic Experiences: A Population-Based Diffusion Magnetic Resonance Imaging Study'. JAMA Psychiatry, 72 (7):668-677.

Renwick L, Drennan J;Sheridan A;Owens L;Lyne J;O'Donoghue B;Kinsella A;Turner N;O'Callaghan E;Clarke M (2015) 'Subjective and objective quality of life at first presentation with psychosis'. Early Intervention in Psychiatry.

Turner N, O'Mahony P;Hill M;Fanning F;Larkin C;Waddington J;O'Callaghan E;Clarke M (2015) 'Work life after psychosis: A detailed examination'. Work, 51 (1):143-152.


Power E, Coughlan H;Clarke M;Kelleher I;Lynch F;Connor D;Fitzpatrick C;Harley M;Cannon M (2015) 'Nonsuicidal self-injury, suicidal thoughts and suicide attempts among sexual minority youth in Ireland during their emerging adult years'. Early Intervention in Psychiatry.

O'Donoghue B, Fanning F;Lyne J;Renwick L;Madigan K;Kinsella A;Lane A;Turner N;O'Callaghan E;Clarke M (2015) 'Social class at birth and risk of psychosis'.
O'Donoghue B, Lyne J;Kinsella A;Turner N;O'Callaghan E;Clarke M (2014) 'Detection and characteristics of individuals with a very long duration of untreated psychosis in an early intervention for psychosis service'. Early Intervention in Psychiatry, 8 (4):332-339.

Dr Marguerite Clyne

Dr Jerome Coffey

Dr David Coleman

Dr Sean Connolly

Dr Gordon Cooke
Mawhinney, L; Armstrong, M.E; O'Reilly, C; Bucala, R; Leng, L; Fingerle-Rowson, G; Fayne, D; Keane, M.P; Tynan, A; Maher, L; Cooke, G; Lloyd, D; Conroy, H; Donnelly, S.C; (2015) 'Macrophage Migration Inhibitory Factor (MIF) Enzymatic Activity & Lung Cancer'. Molecular Medicine, 20 (1):729-735.

Dr Colm Cooney
Kinahan JC, NiChorcorain A;Cunningham S;Freyne A;Cooney C;Barry S;Kelly BD (2015) 'Diagnostic Accuracy of Tests for Polyuria in Lithium-Treated Patients'. Journal of Clinical Psychopharmacology, 35 (4):434-441.
Kinahan JC, NiChorcorain A;Cunningham S;Freyne A;Cooney C;Barry S;Kelly BD (2015) 'Risk factors for polyuria in a cross-section of community psychiatric lithium-treated patients'. *Bipolar Disorders*, 17 (1):50-62.

**Dr Liam Cormican**

Kerley CP, Hutchinson K;Bolger K;McGowan A;Faul J;Cormican L (2015) 'Serum Vitamin D Is Significantly Inversely Associated with Disease Severity in Caucasian Adults with Obstructive Sleep Apnea Syndrome: A Case Control Study'. *Sleep*.


Kerley CP, Cahill K;Bolger K;McGowan A;Burke C;Faul J;Cormican L (2015) 'Dietary nitrate supplementation in COPD: an acute, double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled, crossover trial'. *Nitric oxide : biology and chemistry / official journal of the Nitric Oxide Society*, 44 :105-111.

**Desmond Cox**

Turner S, Fielding S;Mullane D;Cox DW;Goldblatt J;Landau L;le Souef P (2014) 'A longitudinal study of lung function from 1¿¿¿month to 18¿¿¿years of age'. *Thorax*, 69 (11):1015-1020.

**Dr Daniel Crean**


Crean D, Godson C (2015) 'Specialised lipid mediators and their targets'. *Seminars in immunology*.


**Dr Sophie Jane Crinion**


**Dr John Cronin**

Wakai A, Blackburn C;McCabe A;Reece E;O'Connor G;Glasheen J;Staunton P;Cronin
Dowling P, Pollard D;Larkin A;Henry M;Meleady P;Gately K;O'Byrne K;Barr MP;Lynch V;Ballot J;Crown J;Moriarty M;O'Brien E;Morgan R;Clynes M (2015) 'Abnormal levels of heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A2B1 (hnRNPA2B1) in tumour tissue and blood samples from patients diagnosed with lung cancer'. Molecular BioSystems, 11 (3):743-752.

Finn RS, Crown JP;Lang I;Boer K;Bondarenko IM;Kulyk SO;Ettl J;Patel R;Pinter T;Schmidt M;Shparyk Y;Thummala AR;Voytko NL;Fowst C;Huang X;Kim ST;Randolph S;Slamon DJ (2015) The cyclin-dependent kinase 4/6 inhibitor palbociclib in combination with letrozole versus letrozole alone as first-line treatment of oestrogen receptor-positive, HER2-negative, advanced breast cancer (PALOMA-1/TRIO-18): a randomised phase 2 study. Lancet Oncology, 16 (1):25-35.


Eustace AJ, Kennedy S;Larkin AM;Mahgoub T;Tryfonopoulos D;O'Driscoll L;Clynes M;Crown J;O'Donovan N (2015) 'Predictive biomarkers for dasatinib treatment in melanoma'. Oncoscience, 1 (2):158-166.

Madden SF, Clarke C;Stordal B;Carey MS;Broadus R;Gallagher WM;Crown J;Mills GB;Hennessy BT (2014) 'OvMark: a user-friendly system for the identification of prognostic biomarkers in publically available ovarian cancer gene expression datasets'. Molecular Cancer, 13.


**Dr Ellen Crushell**

Casey JP, Crushell E;Thompson K;Twoiney E;He L;Ennis S;Philip RK;Taylor RW;King MD;Lynch SA (2015) 'Periventricular Calcification, Abnormal Pterins and Dry Thickened Skin: Expanding the Clinical Spectrum of RMND1?'. JIMD reports.

Knerr I, Coss KP;Kratzsch J;Crushell E;Clark A;Doran P;Shin Y;Stöckmann H;Rudd PM;Treacy E (2015) 'Effects of temporary low-dose galactose supplements in children aged 5-12 y with classical galactosemia: a pilot study'. Pediatric Research, 78 (3):272-279.


**Mr Garret Cullen**

de Groof EJ, Buskens CJ;Ponsioen CY;Dijkstra GM;van Haens GR;Srivastava N;van Acker J;Jansen JM;Gerhards MF;Dijkstra G;Lange JF;Witteman BJ;Kruyt PM;Pronek A;van Tuyl SA;Bodelier A;Crolla RM;West RL;Vrijland WW;Consten EC;Brink MA;Tuynman JB;de Boer NK;Breukink SO;Pierik MJ;Oldenburg B;van der Meulen AE;Bonsing BA;Spinelli A;Danese S;Sacchi M;Warusavitarne J;Hart A;Yassin NA;Kennelly RP;Cullen GJ;Winter DC;Hawthorne AB;Torkington J;Bemelman WA (2015) 'Multimodal treatment of perianal fistulas in Crohn's disease: seton versus anti-TNF versus advancement plasty (PISA): study protocol for a randomized controlled trial'. Trials, 16.


**Professor Walter Cullen**


McNicholas, F; Adamson, M; McNamara, N; Gavin, B; Paul, M; Ford, T; Barry, S; Dooley, B; Coyne, I; Cullen, W; Singh, SP (2015) 'Who is in the transition gap? Transition from CAMHS to AMHS in the Republic of Ireland'. *Irish Journal of Psychological Medicine*, 32 (S 01):61-69.


Bury G, Swan D;Cullen W;Keane D;Tobin H;Egan M;Fitzmaurice D;Carberry C;Kelleher C (2015) 'Screening for atrial fibrillation in general practice: a national, cross-sectional study of an innovative technology'. *International Journal of Cardiology*, 178:247-252.


Dr Eoin Cummins


Dr Lara Cutlar

Huang, Jian-Yuan; Gao, Yongsheng; Cutlar, Lara; O’Keeffe-Ahern, Jonathan; Zhao, Tianyu; Lin, Feng-Huei; Zhou, Dezhong; McMahon, Sean; Greiser, Udo; Wang, Wei; Wang, Wenxin (2015) 'Tailoring highly branched poly(β-amino ester)s: a synthetic platform for epidermal gene therapy'. *Chemical Communications*.

Dr Michaela Davis


Dr Andrea Degasperi


Dr Maciej Dobrzynski


Dr Neil Gerard Docherty


**Dr Jonathan Dodd**

Voon V, Masood F; Khattak A; McWeeney D; Gibney B; Murphy D; Dodd JD; Quigley P (2015) 'Pericardial absence-is symptomatic partial defect an enigmatic cardiovascular risk?'. *QJM - Monthly Journal of the Association of Physicians*, 108 (9):733-734.


**Dr Philip Dodd**

**Dr Dermot Doherty**

McNally JD, Menon K;Lawson ML;Williams K;Doherty DR (2015) '1,25-Dihydroxyvitamin D Levels in Pediatric Intensive Care Units: Risk Factors and Association With Clinical Course'. *Journal of Clinical Endocrinology and Metabolism*, 100 (8):2942-2945.

**Dr Glen Doherty**


**Dr Peter Doran**

Knerr I, Coss KP;Kratzsch J;Crushell E;Clark A;Doran P;Shin Y;Stokmann H;Rudd PM;Treacy E (2015) 'Effects of temporary low-dose galactose supplements in children


**Mrs Jennifer Drummond**


Rowland M, Gallagher C; Gallagher CG; Laoide RT; Canny G; Broderick AM; Drummond J; Greally P; Slattery D; Daly L; McElvaney NG; Bourke B (2014) 'Outcome in patients with cystic fibrosis liver disease'. *Journal of cystic fibrosis : official journal of the European Cystic Fibrosis Society*, 14 (1):120-126.

**Dr David Duffy**

Tortolina L, Duffy DJ; Maffei M; Castagnino N; Carmody AM; Kolch W; Kholodenko BN; De Ambrosi C; Barla A; Biganzoli EM; Nencioni A; Patrone F; Ballestriero A; Zoppoli G; Verri A; Parodi S (2015) 'Advances in dynamic modeling of colorectal cancer signaling-network regions, a path toward targeted therapies'. *Oncotarget*, 6 (7):5041-5058.

**Professor Michael Duffy**

Caiazza F, McGowan PM; Mullooly M; Murray A; Synnott N; O'Donovan N; Flanagan L; Tape CJ; Murphy G; Crown J; Duffy MJ (2015) 'Targeting ADAM-17 with an inhibitory monoclonal antibody has antitumour effects in triple-negative breast cancer cells'. *British Journal of Cancer*, 112 (12):1895-1903.


**Dr Joseph Duggan**

Callaly EL, Ni Chroinin D; Hannon N; Sheehan O; Marnane M; Merwick A; Kelly LA; Horgan G; Williams E; Harris D; Williams D; Moore A; Dolan E; Murphy S; Kelly PJ; Duggan J; Kyne L (2015) 'Falls and fractures 2 years after acute stroke: the North

Fan CW, Keating T;Brazil E;Power D;Duggan J (2015) 'Impact of season, weekends and bank holidays on emergency department transfers of nursing home residents'. *Irish Journal of Medical Science*.

Hannon N, Daly L;Murphy S;Smith S;Hayden D;Ní Chroinin D;Callaly E;Horgan G;Sheehan O;Honari B;Duggan J;Kyne L;Dolan E;Williams D;Wiley M;Kelly PJ (2014) 'Acute hospital, community, and indirect costs of stroke associated with atrial fibrillation: population-based study'. *Stroke*, 45 (12):3670-3674.

Mr Hans-Georg Eckhardt


Professor Jim Egan


Dr Jessie Elliott


Dr Louise Elliott


Dr Sean Ennis

Casey; JP, Crushell, E; Thompson, K; Twomey, E; He, L; Ennis, S; Philip, RK; Taylor, RW; King, MD; Lynch, SA. (2015) 'Periventricular calcification, abnormal pterins and dry thickened skin: expanding the clinical spectrum of RMND1 $?'. *Journal Of Inherited Metabolic Disease*.


Thickened Skin: Expanding the Clinical Spectrum of RMND1?.

Journal Of Inherited Metabolic Disease.

Morrison MA, Magalhaes TR;Ramke J;Smith SE;Ennis S;Simpson CL;Portas L;Murgia F;Ahn J;Dardenne C;Mayne K;Robinson R;Morgan DJ;Brian G;Lee L;Woo SJ;Zacharakis F;Tirroni EE;Miller JW;Kim IK;Park KH;Bailey-Wilson JE;Farrer LA;Stambolian D;DeAngelis MM (2015) 'Ancestry of the Timorese: age-related macular degeneration associated genotype and allele sharing among human populations from throughout the world'. Frontiers in Genetics, 6.
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Mr Denis Evoy

Boland MR, Prichard RS;Bass GA;Al-Hilli Z;Levodale A;Gibbons D;Sheahan K;Kirby B;McDermott EW;Evoy D (2015) 'Erratum to: Malignant melanoma: factors affecting the surgical interval from excision biopsy to definitive surgical management'. Irish Journal of Medical Science, 184 (3):723-724.

O’Reilly EA, Prichard RS;Al Azawi D;Aucharaz N;Kelly G;Evoy D;Geraghty J;Rothwell J;O’Doherty A;Quinn C;Sheahan SJ;McDermott EW (2015) 'The Value of Isosulfan Blue Dye in Addition to Isotope Scanning in the Identification of the Sentinel Lymph Node in Breast Cancer Patients With a Positive Lymphoscintigraphy: A Randomized Controlled Trial (ISRCTN98849733)'. Annals of Surgery, 262 (2):243-248.

Meshkat B, Prichard RS;Al-Hilli Z;Bass GA;Quinn C;O’Doherty A;Rothwell J;Geraghty J;Evoy D;McDermott EW (2015) 'A comparison of clinical-pathological characteristics between symptomatic and interval breast cancer'. Breast, 24 (3):278-282.
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Medical Science, 184 (2):511-515.
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Dr Aurelie Fabre

Barnes JC, Lumsden RV;Worrell J;Counihan IP;O'Beirne SL;Belperio JA;Fabre A;Donnelly SC;Boylan D;Kane R;Keane MP (2015) 'CXCR3 Requirement for the Interleukin-13-Mediated Up-Regulation of Interleukin-13Rα2 in Pulmonary Fibroblasts'. American Journal of Respiratory Cell and Molecular Biology, 53 (2):217-225.


Lumsden RV, Worrell JC;Boylan D;Walsh SM;Cramton J;Counihan I;O'Beirne S;Medina MF;Gauldie J;Fabre A;Donnelly SC;Kane R;Keane MP (2015) 'Modulation of pulmonary fibrosis by IL-13Rα2'. American Journal of Physiology - Lung Cellular and Molecular Physiology, 308 (7):1-8.

Dodd JD, Lavelle LP;Fabre A;Brady D (2015) 'Imaging in cystic fibrosis and non-cystic fibrosis bronchiectasis'. Seminars in Respiratory and Critical Care Medicine, 36 (2):194-206.


Dr Nadine Farah


Dr John Faul
Kerley CP, Hutchinson K; Bolger K; McGowan A; Faul J; Cormican L (2015) 'Serum Vitamin D Is Significantly Inversely Associated with Disease Severity in Caucasian Adults with Obstructive Sleep Apnea Syndrome: A Case Control Study'. Sleep.


Kerley CP, Cahill K; Bolger K; McGowan A; Burke C; Faul J; Cormican L (2015) 'Dietary nitrate supplementation in COPD: an acute, double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled, crossover trial'. Nitric oxide: biology and chemistry / official journal of the Nitric Oxide Society, 44:105-111.

Dr Ursula Fearon
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